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1. Introduction

We consider the following problem proposed in [3] and cited in [4] (see Figure 1).
A slight generalized problem of this can be found in [2].
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Figure 1.

Problem 1 ([3]). For a circle α of radius a, let AB and CD be parallel chords
such that the semicircle β of diameter AB lying inside of α touches CD. If the
two circles touching α internally β externally and the chord CD have radius c and
are congruent to the maximal circle touching AB and the minor arc of α cut by
AB, then show a = 5c.

1This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License
which permits any use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original
author(s) and the source are credited.
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The two circles touching the semicircle externally in the problem can be called
Archimedean circles of a special arbelos called Aida arbelos ([6]), and the prob-
lem can immediately be solved if we consider an Aida arbelos. In this paper
we introduce the Aida arbelos and give several Archimedean circles of the Aida
arbelos.

2. Aida arbelos and Problem 1

In this section we introduce the Aida arbelos (see Figure 2). For a point C on the
line segment AB such that c = |AB|/2, a = |BC|/2 and b = |CA|/2, α, β and γ
are the semicircles of diameters BC, CA and AB, respectively constructed on the
same side of AB. The radical axis of the semicircles α and β is called the axis.
The configuration consisting of the three semicircles α, β and γ is denoted by
(α, β, γ) and is called an arbelos. Let R and S be the midpoints of the semicircles
α and β, respectively. Let γad be the semicircle concentric with γ passing through
the points R and S such that AadBad is the diameter of γad, where the point Aad

lies on the same side of the axis as the point A. The configuration consisting of
the three semicircles α, β and γad was considered by Aida in [1], which is denoted
by (α, β, γad) and is called an Aida arbelos. The Aida arbelos is a special case of a
generalized arbelos called the arbelos with overhang ([5], [7]). The circle touching
α (resp. β) externally γ internally and the axis from the side opposite to A (resp.
B) has radius ab/c, and circles of the same radius are called Archimedean circles
of (α, β, γ). The circle touching α (resp. β) externally γad internally and the axis
from the side opposite to Aad (resp. Bad) has radius ([1], [6])

(1) rad =
1

2
(a+ b−

√
a2 + b2),

and circles of the same radius are called Archimedean circles of (α, β, γad). Let O,
P and Q be the centers of the semicircles γ, α and β, respectively.
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Figure 2.

We now solve Problem 1. Assume 2rad = |AadQ|. Let cad be the radius of the
semicircle γad. Then cad =

√
a2 + b2. Since cad = |AadQ| + a = |BadP | + b holds

([6]), 2rad = |AadQ| implies a+b−
√
a2 + b2 =

√
a2 + b2−a. Hence we get 4a = 3b,

i.e., there is a real number z such that a = 3z and b = 4z. Then we have cad = 5z
and rad = z.
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3. Archimedean circles of (α, β, γad)

We give several Archimedean circles of (α, β, γad) whose radius is given by (1) (see
Figure 3).

Theorem 1. The following statements are true.
(i) The incircles of the right triangles OPR and OQS are Archimedean circles of
(α, β, γad). Let P

′ and Q′ be the points such that OPRP ′ and OQSQ′ are rectan-
gles. Then the incircles of the triangles OP ′R and OQ′S are Archimedean circles
of (α, β, γad). Also we get four more triangles whose incircles are Archimedean
circles of (α, β, γad) by rotating the two rectangles through 180◦ about the midpoint
of RS.
(ii) Any circle touching γ internally and γad externally is an Archimedean circle
of (α, β, γad).

Proof. The two right triangles are congruent with side lengths a, b and
√
a2 + b2.

Therefore the inradius equals rad. This proves (i). The difference between the
radii of the semicircles γ and γad equals 2rad. This proves (ii). □
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Figure 3.
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